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Abstract— Usually, the user preferences change over time which 

implies the need to adapt the recommendation technique used in 

order to recommend pertinent items. For this reason, in this paper 

we propose a new dynamic approach that follows the change of 

user's interests over time to propose the appropriate 

recommendation technique. The proposed approach is based on 

meta-knowledge called explanation and a hybrid approach, and 

has two main phases: the first phase is to fill the meta-knowledge 

database with explanations using a hybrid recommendation 

approach. In the second phase, we calculate the average of each 

explanation for a user to determine the recommendation 

technique to use. 

 

Keywords— Preference, recommendation technique, meta-

knowledge, hybrid recommendation, explanation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recommender systems (RS) have become a fundamental 

tool to deal with the information overload on the Web [1].The 

goal is to minimize the time spent on research for users and also 

to suggest relevant items that might interest them rather than 

simply responding to user’s queries. These items can be an 

article to read, a book or a restaurant to choose, etc. Nowadays, 

recommender systems are deployed in different application 

domains like tourism [2], education [3] and especially in the e-

commerce domain [4] in which there are very popular sites [5]. 

Through research, several approaches of recommendation have 

been proposed. There are three main approaches: collaborative, 

content-based Filtering systems and hybrid approaches [6]. 

Collaborative filtering (CF) systems produce recommendations 

by analyzing community data and similarities between users or 

items [7] while content-based filtering (CBF) recommend items 

that are similar to those the user liked in the past [8]. Hybrid 

system has been proposed to overcome the weaknesses of an 

approach with respect to another. [9], has identified several 

possibilities of hybridization or combination of different 

recommendation approaches. For instance, switching hybrid 

system chooses among recommendation components according 

to a switching criterion and applies the selected one. With the 

nature of evolution of user needs that change over time, the RS 

must answer the following question: What will be the best 

approach to use at time 𝑇 to have the best results for a user 𝑈? 

For example the case of a 𝐶𝐹  systems: at a time  𝑇 , 𝐶𝐹 

technique gives the best results for a user 𝑈. But at time 𝑇 + 1, 

the 𝐶𝐹 does no longer meet his needs because his preferences 

have changed over the time. To solve this problem we need to 

change the recommendation technique used at 𝑇 + 1 . 

Therefore, we introduce in this paper a new dynamic approach 

that proposes the best recommendation technique to use at 

time 𝑇. This approach will be based on the concept of meta-

level knowledge, [10], represented as explanations for the 

recommended items. This system will use the meta-knowledge 

database filled with explanations provided from a hybrid 

approach and the scores given by the user to the recommended 

items. In the following section we briefly review some of the 

research related to our work. Section 3 presents the proposed 

approach. Section 4 includes dataset description and metrics. 

We conclude in Section 5.  

II. RELATED WORK 

In literature, several researchers have suggested different 

approaches to adapt and yield better recommendations. As 

adaptive approach, Nathanson et al. [11] have developed an 

algorithm called Eigenstate that reorders the recommended‟ 

items for a user based on the user's most recent ratings. Another 

approach that incorporated temporal information is given by 

Chu and Park [12] where a feature-based machine learning 

approach to personalize recommendation of new items is 

proposed. This approach maintains profiles for both content 

and users by updating their temporal characteristics, e.g. 

popularity and freshness over time.  These approaches adapt the 

recommended items by considering the change of the user 

preferences over time. But in our approach, we recommend a 

technique to use for the recommendation. This allows 

benefiting from the advantages of the proposed technique with 

taking into account the temporal evolution of the user 

preferences. 

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

In recommender systems, the need to respond with a 

personalized way to users’ preferences that changes with time 

has become critical. To meet this need, we have proposed in 

this article, an approach that will determinate the best 

recommendation technique to use by combining two concepts: 

the meta-knowledge and the hybrid approach recommendation. 

The meta-knowledge is knowledge about knowledge [10]. It 

allows the construction of new knowledge that will facilitate 

understanding, analyzing and learning knowledge. Pitrat [13] 

express very well the important role of meta-knowledge to 

make the system more adaptive and efficient: “At the basic 

level, the rules are executed in order to reach the solution; meta 

level, we plan and examine the advance towards the solution.” 
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Based on this concept, we defined a meta-knowledge called an 

explanation. In this section, we will describe the representation 

of recommendation systems then we will define the concept of 

'explanation' and present the two phases of our approach: filling 

the meta-knowledge database phase and the phase of Dynamic 

approach. 

A. Recommendation system representation 

In recommendation system, the data used can be represented 

as follows [14]. U is a list of all users U = {u1, … , um} and I is 

a list of all items I =  {i1, … ,in}. Each user ui has a list of items 

Iui
 which the user has expressed explicitly his opinions    about 

the items by giving a rating store, generally integer between 1 

and 5. The correspondence between users and items are usually 

represented in the form of matrix called rating matrix. In an m-

by-n rating matrix, m rows represent the users and n columns 

represent the items. 

B. Dynamic approach based on meta-knowledge 

The meta-knowledge used in our approach called: 

Explanation. The explanation will be determinate by the 

executed hybrid algorithm. For instance, the explanation eij is 

the explanation used to recommend the ij item for the user ui. 

It is presented as a two-line matrix, the 1st line define the items 

and 2nd line the users. It can have 3 possible forms: 

 A list of Items eij = {ik, il ; 0, 0}  

 A list of Users eij = {0,0; uk, ul} 

 A combination of a list of Items and Users eij =

{ik, il; uk, ul} 

Where  {ik, il} ∈ I and {uk,ul} ∈ U. 

To determine the explanation using a hybrid algorithm, it is 

necessary during the execution process of the algorithm to 

register the user and/or the item that led to recommend the 

pertinent item. This process depends on the chosen algorithm, 

in our case, the approach proposed in [15] makes it possible to 

use the graphs to record the origin user and/or item of the 

recommended item. 

Figure 1 shows how to extract the explanation of the 

recommended articles.The hybrid algorithm recommended to 

the user the items {i2, i8}. For item i2, it was recommended 

because: 

 i2 is similar to the item i1 with i1 belongs to the set of 

items already evaluated by the user u1  by having the 

best ratings. 

 i2  belongs to the set of items evaluated by the user 

u3which is similar to the user u1. 

Then the explanation is 𝑒12 = { 𝑖1, 0; 𝑢3, 0}. 

So after retrieving these explanations, we will fill the meta-

knowledge database and that will be the 1st phase of our 

approach. In the 2nd phase, we will use these explanations to 

determine the best algorithm to use. The following subsections 

describe each of these phases. 

1)  Phase 1: Filling the meta-knowledge database 

 As aforementioned, the objective of this phase is to fill the 

meta-knowledge database with explanations of the evaluated 

items. To accomplish this objective, two steps needed to be 

followed. The first step is to run a hybrid algorithm that will 

generate a list LEuk
 of n recommended items for a user uk and 

associating each item with an explanation:  

LEuk
= { ek1,ek2, … , ekn} Or LEuk

=  {(i1, e1), … , (in, en)} 

In the second step, we will retrieve and store the list LERuk
 

of m items evaluated by the user with their explanations in the 

meta-knowledge database:  

LERuk
=  {(i1, e1, r1), … , (im, em, rm)} 

2)  Phase 2: Dynamic approach 

In this phase, we must determine which of the explanations 

stored in the database will best meet the user's needs. To do this, 

we will first calculate the average of each explanation for a user 

uk.  

Fig. 1 Recommendation for user 𝐮𝟏 via the approach proposed in [15] 
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Let the explanation ek  associate to a user uk  with the 

occurrence number l and the note set 𝑁𝑘  : 

𝑁𝑘 =  {𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3, … , 𝑛𝑙} (where 𝑛𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑖 =  1,2,  … ,  𝑙 ). 

The average 𝑛𝑘̅̅ ̅ of the note related to the explanation ek is: 

𝑛𝑘̅̅ ̅ =  
∑ 𝑛𝑖

𝑙
𝑖=1

𝑙
. 

So the explanation associated to the maximum average 

𝑛𝑘𝑀𝐴𝑋
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  will identify the type of the algorithm to use: 

 If Explanation is list of items then Based-Content 

algorithm is recommended. 

 If Explanation is list of users then Collaborative 

Filtering algorithm is recommended. 

 If Explanation is combination of items & users then 

Hybrid algorithm is recommended. 

This last phase will generate personalized recommendations 

that match the user's taste. But to ensure the diversity of the 

recommended items and to enrich the meta-knowledge 

database, we will combine this last list with the list of items 

recommended by the hybrid algorithm in phase 1. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 In this paper we proposed a meta-recommender approach 

based on explanations to recommend items closest to the user. 

The approach is based on a meta-knowledge named 

Explanation and a hybrid recommendation algorithm as input 

of the system. The explanation is only an interpretation of the 

following fact: "When a user gives a high value of rating to an 

item that was recommended because it was already liked by his 

friends, it shows an implicit way, the taste of the user who 

appreciates what his friends likes." So this is a way to explain 

the value of rating given by the user. 

Thus, our approach consist in calculating the average of 

explanations to choose a 2nd algorithm according to the 

maximum average. The result of the chosen algorithm will be 

combined with the hybrid algorithm to ensure diversity of 

recommended items. Choosing as input a hybrid algorithm is 

based on the fact that it allows us to select one of the following 

algorithms: CF, CBF or hybrid. Otherwise, if for example, the 

system input is a FC algorithm, the choice of the 2nd algorithm 

will always be a FC algorithm. 

As a short-term perspective, we will proceed to the 

evaluation of our approach. To do this, we will use as input to 

the system, an approach proposed by Baida [15] that contains a 

simple algorithmic approach that helps to easily detect the 

explanations at the trees covering the minimum average. And 

as game data we will use the MovieLens database [16]. In the 

long term, we will exploit the fact that we can execute 

separately and in parallel the two algorithms of our approach to 

combine it with a multi-agent systems. That will allow to have 

a real-time recommendation with a distribution of data and 

functionalities of the system. 
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